THE GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG ASSOCIATION
OF WA (INC)
MEMBERS COMPETITION
SUNDAY 8 JULY 2012
JUDGE: NATALIE HUMPHRIES

BABY PUPPY DOG
1ST LASHADAS EXTREME MACHINE
S:*Hero v Renderau SchH1 (imp Belg)
D:*LaShadas Millie Moon AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

1/20/2012
R&S Hosking
K&A Gilbert

5.5 mnth old, medium strong baby dog of very good type. Very good head and expression with good
medium eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Very good
fore and hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Slightly loose behind. Correct coming. Shows
good movement with good reach and drive and correct sequence of steps. Very Promising.
2ND SEIGEN LOGANS RUN
S:*Seigen Crunchies Time Out AZ
D:Seigen Ooh La La

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

2/12/2012
EXH
D&C Gallacher

Almost 5 months medium strong baby dog of very good type. Very good masculine head and expression
with very good eye colour. High withers, firm straight back, croup is of good length but slightly steep.
Stands correct in front. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Correct going and slightly wide
coming. Shows very good movement with good reach, the drive could be a little more effective. Very
Promising.
3RD GRANDWEST LYNX
S:*Grandwest Ulando Az Ex.M
D:*Yilka aus Wattenscheid (imp Deu)

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

3/20/2012
EXH
D&C Willis

3.5 mnths just medium strong baby dog of very good type. Good head and expression with desired eye
colour and dark masking. Would prefer to see the stop more pronounced and the underjaw should be
stronger. High withers, firm straight back ,slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation with praiseworthy underline. Stands correct in front. Loose going and correct
coming. Shows good movement, the drive is more effective than the reach at this point. Very Promising.
4TH GRANDWEST LEVI
S:*Grandwest Ulando Az Ex.M
D:*Yilka aus Wattenscheid (imp Deu)

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

3/20/2012
EXH
D&C Willis

3.5 months, Just medium strong baby dog of very good type. Good head and expression with desired eye
colour and dark masking. Would prefer to see the head a little stronger. Normal withers, firm straight
back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Very good
length of underchest. Stands correct in front. Loose going. Correct coming. Shows good movement the
drive is more effective than the reach. Very Promising.

MINOR PUPPY DOG
1ST LASHADAS CHICK MAGNET
S:*NZ Ch. Ch Oakway Quiz Master AZ Ex (imp NZ)
D:*Lashadas Ellie AZ Ex

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

11/13/2011
EXH
R&S Hosking

7.5 mnths Large medium strong substantial sable dog of very good type and proportions. Very good head
and expression, very good eye colour, both ears are slightly tilted inwards. High withers, firm straight
back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in
front. Slightly loose going and correct coming. Very good far reaching movement with very good reach
and drive. Ears should remain firmer during movement. Very Promising.
2ND SEIGEN LUCKY STRIKE
S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD
ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M
D:*Ch Seigen Ylang Ylang AZ Ex.M

DOB:

12/30/2011

Br:
Exh:

EXH
D&C Gallacher

6 mnths Medium size, medium strong substantial sable dog of very good type and slightly compact body
proportions. Very good head and expression with desired eye colour and dark masking. High withers, firm

straight back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Slightly short neck. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly cow hocked going, correct coming. Shows
good movement with effective reach and drive. Very Promising.
3RD LASHADAS DYNAMUTT
S:*Rico von der Kleinen Birke (imp Deu) Ex
D:*LaShadas Xtreme Pink AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

1/8/2012
R&S Hosking
R&S Hosking/
S Southwick
6 mnths Medium size, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions. Very good head and
expression with desired eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep
croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Praiseworthy length of underchest. Stands correct in
front. Slightly loose going and correct coming. Shows good movement, drive is a little more effective than
the reach and this point in time. Very Promising.

PUPPY DOG
1ST SEIGEN TESSAS ROMMEL
S:*Rico von der Kleinen Birke (imp Deu) Ex
D:Seigen Opal Fire

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

9/21/2011
EXH
D&C Gallacher

9 mnths Medium size, medium strong sable dog of very good type and proportions. Very good head and
expression with desired eye colour. High withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep croup.
Very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front with slightly long toes.
Loose going, correct coming. Shows good movement with good reach and drive however the ligaments
over the back should remain firmer. Very Promising.

JUNIOR DOG
1ST GRANDWEST MALISAS GOLD LOGIE
S:*Ch Kardin Kruger AZ Ex.M
D:*Malisa vom Finkenschlag a (imp Deu) Z Ex

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

4/12/2011
EXH
D&C Willis

15 mnths 64 cms Above medium size, medium strong, substantial dog of very good type and proportions.
Very good head and expression with good medium eye colour. High withers, firm straight back, croup is
of good length but slightly steep. Good forequarter angulation, the upper arm could be slightly better
angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly wide going, correct
coming. Shows very good movement with very good reach and drive and much zest for running. Very
Good.
2ND LASHADAS XANG BANG AZ
S:*LaShadas Diesel AZ Ex
D:*LaShadas Xtreme Pink AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

1/30/2011
R&S Hosking
W&G Martin

17 mnths 63.5 cms Medium size, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions. Very good head
and expression with desired eye colour. High withers, firm straight back ,slightly short and slightly steep
croup. Good forequarter angualtion, where the upper arm should be longer and slightly better angled,
Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Correct going and correct coming with elbows
still to firm. Shows very good movement with very good reach and drive and correct sequence of steps.
Very Good.

INTERMEDIATE DOG
1ST *SEIGEN SURIS ALFIE AZ
S:*Seigen Vantage Point AZ Ex
D:*Kazkiri Suri AZ VG

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

9/17/2010
EXH
D&C Gallacher

22 mnths 64.5 cms Double P1 upper right. Above medium size, medium strong dog of excellent type and
proportions. Very good head and expression with desired eye colour and dark masking. High withers, firm
straight back, croup is of good length, just slightly steep. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations.

Very good underline. Stands correct in front. Slightly loose going, correct coming with elbows still to firm.
Shows powerful movement with very good reach and drive. Maintains very good outline in movement.
Very Good.
2ND *HOMER von AMASIS (imp Italy)
S:*Chivas von Bad Boll SchH3
D:*Bania del Seprio

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

10/31/2010
Huesler & Calignano
P Alder/R van
Helvoort/ J&L Martens
20 mnths 65.5 cms Large, medium strong, substantial dog of very good type and proportions. Very good head and
expression with desired eye colour. High withers, firm straight back, croup is of good length and lay. Very good fore
quarter angulation where the upper arm could be slightly longer and slightly better angled. Has correct hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front. Correct going and correct coming. Shows very good movement with very good
reach and drive. Very Good.

OPEN DOG
1ST *SABARANBURG ESKO
S:*Cayos von der Noriswand SchH1a ED (imp Deu) Ex.M
D:*Ch Bruvic Kontiki AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

12/21/2007
B&L Lubbock
B&L Lubbock/
K Harris
5 years 7 mnths 65 cms Large, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions. Very good head
and expression with desired eye colour. High withers, firm straight back, croup is of good length, but
slightly steep. Good underline. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be longer and
slightly better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Slightly loose going,
correct coming. Shows very good movement with very good reach and drive whilst maintaining a very
good topline. Excellent.
2ND *GRANDWEST ULANDO
S:*Yke von Haus Charly a (imp Deu) Z Ex
D:*Fremont Hot Property AZ Ex

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

12/1/2008
EXH
D&C Willis

3.5 years 65 cm Double P1 Upper Right Large, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions.
Very good and expression with desired eye colour. High withers, firm straight back, slightly short and
slightly steep croup. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be longer and better
angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Short underchest. Stands not quite correct in front with slightly
upright pasterns. Steps slightly close going and slightly wide coming. Shows good movement, however
the drive is more effective than the reach. Excellent.
3RD *FREDO vom HAUSE KAMPENHUBER IPO3 CD ET
S:*Pakros D'Ulmental a ED SchH3
D:*Ussi vvom Romersteig a ED IPO3 SchH1

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

3/2/2007
F Kampenhuber
E Herson

5 years 64.5 cms Well above medium size, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions. Very
good head and expression with desired eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short and
slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm should be longer and better angled. Very good
hindquarter angulation. Very good underline. Stands correct in front. The pasterns should be firmer.
Slightly wide going, correct coming. Shows good movement with effective reach and drive. Should carry
his wither a little higher during movement. Excellent.
4TH *VLADIMIR ENVY OF THEM ALL
S:*Ch Fremont Toohot Tohandle AZ Ex
D:*Grd Ch Vladimir Anarchy ET HIC AZ Ex.S

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

6/22/2009
G Morton
L&S Woollard

3 years 63.5 cm Above medium size, medium strong dog of very good type and slightly compact body
proportions. Very good head and expression, marred by slightly wide ear set. High withers, firm straight
back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be
better angled. Slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps wide going and correct
coming. Shows very good balanced movement with effective reach and drive. Excellent.

5TH *ICCARA EURO EXPRESS
S:*Iccara Relentless AZ
D:*Iccara Bootylicious AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

4/17/2008
Iccara Kennels
JM Glenny

4 years 2 mnths 67 cms Oversize, medium strong dog of very good type and proportions. Very good head
and expression with good medium eye colour. High withers, firm straight back, croup is of good length but
slightly steep. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be slightly better angled, slightly
deep hindquarter angulation. Stands not correct in front, with both feet turned out. Steps wide going and
correct coming. Shows very good movement with very good reach and drive and correct sequence of
steps. Excellent.

BABY PUPPY BITCH
1ST ICCARA COCONUT RUFF
S:*Bruvic Ubercool AZ
D:Iccara Bellas Lullaby

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

1/25/2012
EXH
L&S Woollard

5 mnths Medium strong, sable baby bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head and
expression with desired eye colour and dark masking. High withers, firm straight back. Croup is of good
length but slightly steep. Very good forequarter angulation ,slightly deep hindquarter angulation.Very
good underline. Stands correct in front. Steps loose going, correct coming. Shows very good movement
with very good reach and drive and very good sequence of steps. Very Promising.
2ND ICCARA COCO POP
S:*Bruvic Ubercool AZ
D:Iccara Bellas Lullaby

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

1/25/2012
EXH
L&S Woollard

5 mnths Medium strong baby bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head and expression
with desired eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back. Slightly short and slightly steep croup. Very
good forequarter angulation and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Praiseworthy underline. Stands
correct in front. Steps wide going, correct coming. Shows good movement with very good reach and drive
and correct sequence of steps. Very Promising.
3RD SEIGEN LOGANS LOLLYPOP
S:*Seigen Crunchies Time Out
D:Seigen Ooh La La

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

2/12/2012
EXH
D&C Gallacher

Almost 5 mnths Medium strong, feminine baby bitch of very good type and slightly compact body
proportions. Feminine head and expression with desired eye colour. High withers, firm straight back,
slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good forequarter angulation and slightly deep hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps loose going and correct coming. Shows good movement with
good reach and drive. Very Promising.
4TH LASHADAS EL TEGRA
S:*Hero v Renderau SchH1 (imp Belg)
D:*LaShadas Millie Moon AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

1/20/2012
EXH
R&S Hosking

5.5 mnths Medium strong, feminine baby bitch of very good type and proportions. Feminine head and
expression. Would prefer the underjaw to be a little stronger. Normal withers, firm straight back. Slightly
short and slightly steep croup. Good forequarter and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in
front. Steps slightly close going and correct coming. Shows good movement with balanced reach and
drive and correct sequence of steps. Very Promising.
5TH SEIGEN SUGAR PEARL
S:*Seigen Crunchies Time Out
D:Seigen Miss Know It All

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

2/26/2012
EXH
D&C Gallacher

4.5 mnths Medium strong, feminine baby bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head and
expression with desired eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back. Good length and lay of the croup.
Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good length of underchest. Stands correct in front.

Steps loose going and correct coming. Shows good movement with effective reach and drive and correct
sequence of steps. Very Promising.

MINOR PUPPY BITCH
1ST ALDERHAUS QUEEN GOLDY FAKIR
S:*Fakir vom Heinrichplatz SchH3 a ED V (imp Deu)
D:*Davor Velgas Secret AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

12/13/2011
EXH
P Alder

6.5 mnths Above medium size, medium strong minor bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good
head and expression with desired eye colour. High withers, firm straight back. Good length and lay of the
croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Very good underline. She stands correct in front.
Steps slightly close going and correct coming. Shows very good balanced movement with very good
reach and drive and correct sequence of steps. Very Promising.
2ND LASHADAS DE AMOUR
S:*Rico von der Kleinen Birke (imp Deu) Ex
D:*LaShadas Xtreme Pink AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

1/8/2012
R&S Hosking
R&S Hosking/
S Southwick
6 mths Medium size, medium strong well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type and
proportions. Very good head and expression with desired eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back,
slightly short and slightly steep croup. Very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation.
Praiseworthy underline. Stand correct in front. Slightly loose going and correct coming. Shows very good
flowing movement with very good reach and drive. Very Promising.
3RD EISENLAND SIMPLY IRISTABLE
S:*Ch Durstein Captain Kirk CD AZ Ex
D:*Eisenland Witchcraft AZ Ex

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

11/15/2011
EXH
K&S Royal

7 mnths Above medium size, medium strong minor bitch of very good type and proportions. Feminine
head and expression with desired eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly
steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Good underline. Stands not quite correct in
front. Steps slightly loose going, correct coming. Shows good balanced movement with good reach and
drive. Very Promising.
4TH GRANDWEST JAZZY
S:*Ch Orrinshir Elton John
D:*Grandwest Harlem Rose AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

11/29/2011
EXH
D&C Willis

7 mnths Medium size, medium strong well coloured and well pigmented bitch of very good type and
proportions. Very good head and expression with desired eye colour and dark masking. Normal withers,
firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good forequarter angulation, very good
hindquarter angulation. Good underline. Stands correct in front. Slightly loose going, correct coming.
Shows good movement with effective reach and drive, carries her tail with slight cast to the side. Very
Promising.
5TH SEIGEN CARBON COPY
S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD
ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M
D:*Ch Seigen Ylang Ylang AZ Ex.M

DOB:

12/30/2011

Br:
Exh:

EXH
D&C Gallacher

mths Medium size, medium strong sable bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head and
expression with very good eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep
croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly loose going and
correct coming. Shows very good movement with very good reach and drive. Very Promising.
6TH ALDERHAUS QUEEN PIXIE VEGAS
S:*Vegas von Dongmiran (imp Ndl)
D:*Davor Velgas Secret AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

12/13/2011
EXH
P Alder

6.5 mnths Above medium size, medium strong minor bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good
head and expression with desired eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, croup is slightly short
and slightly steep. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Very good underline. Stand not
quite correct in front. Steps loose going, correct coming. Shows good movement, the drive is more
effective than the reach at this point in time. Very Promising.
7TH SEIGEN FIRE N ICE
S:*Ch Schneeberg Fire Storm ET AZ Ex.M
D:Seigen Razzle Dazzle AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

12/19/2011
EXH
D&C Gallacher

6.5 mnths Medium size, medium strong sable bitch of very good type and proportions. Feminine head
and expression with medium eye colour. High withers, firm straight back. Slightly short and slightly steep
croup. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly loose
going, correct coming. Shows good balanced movement with effective reach and drive. Very Promising.
8TH SEIGEN JIMMYS LUNA
S:*Ch Jimmy vom Barutherland (imp Deu) Ex.M
D:*Seigen All About Us AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

12/22/2011
EXH
D&C Gallacher

6 mths Medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head and
expression with good medium eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly
steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly loose
going and correct coming. Shows good movement where both the reach and the drive should be more
effective. Very Promising.
9TH MADRODISH XTRA SPECIAL GIRL
S:*Ch Durnstein Captain Kirk CCD AZ Ex.M
D:*Davor Kinky Boots AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

12/19/2011
R&T Humphries
C Jauncey/M Wray

6.5 mnths Medium size, medium strong, substantial minor bitch of very good type and slightly compact
body proportions. Very good head and expression with desired eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight
back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Stands
correct in front. Steps slightly wide going and correct coming. Shows good movement where both the
reach and drive should be more effective and she has a tendency to fall on the forehand. Very Promising.

PUPPY BITCH
1ST GRANDWEST IZZY
S:*Ch Hinterhaus French Liaison ET CCD AZ Ex.M
D:*Grandwest Layla AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

8/22/2011
EXH
D&C Willis

10.5 mths Medium size, medium strong puppy bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head
and expression with medium eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly
steep croup. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good underline. Stands correct in front.
Steps slightly loose going, correct coming. Very good powerful movement with correct sequence of steps.
Very Promising.
2ND VALLEJO LEONES SPIRIT OFTHELAW
S:*Triple Ch Aldahoven High Flyer TSDX
D:*T Ch Hinterhaus French Connection AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

8/30/2011
R Holdsworth
E Herson/
S&M Adams
10 mths Above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head
and expression with medium eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short steep croup.
Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Good underline. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly
close going, correct coming. Shows good movement with good reach and drive. The ligaments over the
back should remain firmer. Very Promising.

JUNIOR BITCH
1ST VOLSCARO CIAO BELLA AZ
S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD
ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M
D:*Volscaro Missy Brown AZ Ex

DOB:

4/25/2011

Br:
Exh:

L Pearson
T Roberts/L Pearson

14.5 mths 57.5 cm Medium size, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type
and proportions. Very good head and expression with desired eye colour and dark masking. Normal
withers, firm straight back with slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good fore and slightly deep
hindquarter angulation. Praiseworthy underline. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly loose going and
correct coming. Shows very good movement with much zest for running. Very Good.
2ND LASHADAS WHIMSICAL BREE
S:*Ch LaShadas Xhibitionist AZ Ex.M
D:*LaShadas Dakota AZ Ex

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

1/19/2011
EXH
R&S Hosking

17 mnths 60.5 cm Very large, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head
and expression with desired eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep
croup. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be slightly better angled. Very good
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly loose going, correct coming. Shows very
good movement, the reach could still be a little freer. Very Good.
3RD EISENLAND QUIRSHA AZ
S:*Tracalex Bracken (imp UK) AZ Ex
D:*Eisenland Xrated AZ Ex

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

1/29/2011
EXH
K&S Royal

17 mths 61 cm Very large, medium strong, substantial bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good
head and expression, good eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep
croup. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps wide going, the
right foot turns out slightly coming. Shows good movement, both the reach and drive are restricted. Very
Good.

INTERMEDIATE BITCH
1ST SEIGEN GENIE IN A BOTTLE
S:*Nord Ch Fasties Elle Willy Wonka SchH3 HD
ED V (imp Nor) Ex.M
D:*Seigen Incandescent AZ Ex

DOB:

9/24/2010

Br:
Exh:

EXH
D&C Gallacher

22 mths 58 cm Just above medium size, medium strong sable bitch of very good type and proportions.
Very good head and expression with desired eye colour. High withers, firm straight back, croup is of good
length but is slightly steep. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front.
Steps loose going and correct coming. Shows very good powerful movement with very good reach and
drive. Very Good.
2ND ALDERHAUS PENNYS FERELDA AZ
S:*Mika vom Overledingerland SchH1 a ED (imp Deu) Ex.M
D:*Alderhaus Kazans Embrace AZ Ex

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

10/23/2010
EXH
P Alder

20 mths 58.5 cm Above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good
head and expression with desired eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back. Good length and lay of
the croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Very good underline. Stands correct in front.
Steps slightly wide going. Correct coming. Shows good movement, however the reach should be freer.
Very Good.

OPEN BITCH
1ST *SHAYGAR JAXONIQUE
S:*Maltaknights Master Unox AZ Ex.M
D:*Shaygar Zahrina AZ VG

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

11/12/2007
EXH
JAK Smith

4.5 yrs 59 cm Well above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Good
feminine head and expression with desired eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short
and slightly steep croup. Good forequarter where the upper arm could be longer and better angled.
Slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good underline. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly wide going
and correct coming. Shows very good powerful movement with very good reach and drive. Excellent.
2ND *GRANDWEST ULANA
S:*Yke von Haus Charly (imp Deu) AZ Ex
D:*Fremont Hot Property AZ Ex

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

12/1/2008
EXH
D&C Willis

3.5 yrs 60.5 cm Large, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head and
expression, the eyes should be darker. High withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly steep
croup. Good fore where the upper arm should be better angled. Slightly deep hindquarter angulation.
Praiseworthy under line. Stands correct in front. Steps wide going and correct coming. Shows powerful
movement with much enthusiasm to run. Excellent.
3RD *HINTERHAUS DAIQUIRI
S:* LaShadas Xhibitionist AZ Ex.M
D:*Ch Hinterhaus Papercut AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

5/18/2007
J Davis
B&L Lubbock/
J Davis
5 yrs 2 mths 60 cm Large, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good head and
expression with desired eye colour. Ears are set slightly close on top of the head. Normal withers, firm
straight back, slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good forequarter where the upper arm should be
longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Good underline. Stands correct in front.
Steps wide going and correct coming. Shows good balanced movement where the reach and drive could
still be more effective. Excellent.
4TH *ICCARA JAVA JOYRIDE
S:*Kantenna Hunter AZ Ex.M
D:*Iccara Eye Candy AZ

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

7/19/2008
EXH
L&S Woollard

4 yrs 58.5 cm Above medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions. Very good
head and expression with desired eye colour. High withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly
steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm could be longer and better angled. Deep hindquarter
angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps loose going and correct coming. Shows good ground covering
movement where the drive is more effective than the reach. I would prefer to see her pigmentation a little
stronger. Excellent.
5TH *LASHADAS KOKOMO
S:*Karlos vd Werther-Muhle (imp Deu)Ex
D:*LaShadas Osh Kosh AZ Ex.M

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

7/8/2008
EXH
R&S Hosking

4 yrs 60 cm Large, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch of very good type. Very good head and
expression. The eye could be slightly darker. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short and slightly
steep crop. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be better angled. Slightly deep
hindquarter angulation. Praiseworthy underline. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly wide going and
coming. Shows very good movement, the reach should still be a little freer. Excellent.
6TH *WESENHUND BORN RUTHLESS (IMP NZ)
S:*Aimsway Stone Cold
D:Turbo von Wesenhund

DOB:
Br:
Exh:

4/8/2009
T Constable
F Almeida

3 yrs 2 mnths 60 cm Large, medium strong, substantial bitch of very good type and proportions. Very
good head and expression with desired eye colour and dark masking. Normal withers, firm straight back,
slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm should be longer and slightly better
angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Very good underline. Stands not quite correct in front. Steps

slightly wide going and slightly wide coming. Shows good movement, where the drive is more effective
than the reach. Falls on the forehand, the ligaments over the back should be firmer. Excellent.

7TH *EISENLAND NORMA JEAN
S:*Enzor vom Tamaraspitze SchH3 BH AD a ED
HNeg.DNA (imp Blg)Ex.M
D:*Eisenland Xtacy AZ Ex

DOB:

8/10/2009

Br:
Exh:

EXH
K&S Royal

2 yrs 11 mths 61 cm Very large, medium strong, substantial, slightly compact bitch of very good type.
Very good head and expression with desired eye colour. Normal withers, firm straight back, slightly short
and slightly steep croup. Tucked up in the loin. Good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could
be longer and better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Steps wide going
and correct coming. Good movement, the reach and the drive should be more effective, the ligamentation
over the back should be firmer. Excellent.

MEMBERS COMPETITION RESULT SHEET
BEST IN COMPETITION

SEIGEN SURIS ALFIE

RUNNER UP BEST IN COMPETITION

SHAYGAR JAXONIQUE

BEST BABY PUPPY

ICCARA COCONUT RUFF

BEST MINOR PUPPY

ALDERHAUS QUEEN GOLDY FAKIR

BEST PUPPY

GRANDWEST IZZY

BEST JUNIOR

GRANDWEST MALISAS GOLD LOGIE

BEST INTERMEDIATE

SEIGEN SURIS ALFIE

BEST OPEN

SHAYGAR JAXONIQUE

BEST DOG

SEIGEN SURIS ALFIE

RESERVE BEST DOG

SABARANBURG ESKO

BEST BITCH

SHAYGAR JAXONIQUE

RESERVE BEST BITCH

VOLSCARO CIAO BELLA

JUNIOR CHILD HANDLER
1st

BROCK JAUNCEY

2nd

BLAKE BURGESS

SENIOR CHILD HANDLER
1st

PEYTON BURGESS

2nd

BEN PURVIS

3rd

JASON HOSKING

